Holidays Bring Rings For Wooster Belles

Perhaps, with the coming of the Christmas season and the sight of the beautiful white snowflakes falling to the ground, many college students will be thinking of home, of the holidays that can bring so much happiness and comfort.

The Wooster Belles, who have been entertaining the students with their singing and dancing for many years, will be in residence during the holidays. They will be appearing in several concerts, and their performances are sure to be a source of joy and entertainment for all who attend.

Akon Threatens Scoot Win Streak

By LARRY FOSTER

Akon, Hahne's No. 1 catcher, will now have a chance to shut out the Akron High School baseball team in their final district game. The team has been undefeated in all 12 games so far, but now the Akron High School team will have a chance to even the score. The game will be held on the 27th at 3:00 PM, and the outcome is anyone's guess.

McLean Leads Week of Prayer

By DOUG CARY

Dr. McLean, President of the Student Senate, will lead the college in its week of prayer. The week of prayer will take place on the 27th at 8:00 AM in the chapel. The theme of the week will be "The Lord's Prayer," and the students are encouraged to attend and participate in the services.

D. S. G. A. Presents New Gov. Plan

After a secret meeting of the student leaders last week, the new G. S. M. Constitution was presented to the students. The constitution includes many new changes and improvements, and the students are encouraged to read it and make suggestions.

A. C. S. Accredits Wooster Chemists; Greater Opportunity For Students

A. C. S. accreditation for our chemistry department means that our students will have greater opportunities for employment and higher salaries. It also means that our programs will be recognized by other institutions, which can lead to better job opportunities.
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Color Day May 10. Craig Names Play

Color Day will be held on the 10th of May, and the play selected for the day is "The Lady in Red." The play will be performed in the chapel at 3:00 PM, and all students are encouraged to attend.

School Action Set Aside $500 for Career Week

The funds collected for the career week will be used to help students interested in entering the field of business. The money will be used to pay for travel expenses, meals, and other related costs.

Senior Thomas Norman

Norman Thomas, who was born in Marion, Ohio, became associated with the Socialist party after the war, and he believed it was the only organizational form capable of solving the problems of war and the need for economic change.

Socialist Norman Thomas

Senator Action

The Senate is expected to pass the measure to establish the board of directors for the company. The bill was introduced by Senator X, and it is expected to pass with a unanimous vote.

Approve Career Week Senate Plans for Art

Do you Want a Career Week? According to the students' plans, the career week will be held on the 10th of May, and it will be open to all students. The event is expected to be well attended and to provide valuable information to all participants.
Legends to the Editor  

This is a short note to all who care to read it, and to all who are interested in the past or present of the NAACP. It is intended to bring to your attention the important work which the NAACP is doing, and to invite your cooperation in its efforts.

Many of our readers are aware of the work which the NAACP is doing, and the many contributions which it makes to the cause of human rights. They are also aware of the fact that the NAACP is facing a difficult and challenging situation.

It is not our purpose to describe the work which the NAACP is doing, but rather to point out that it is urgently needed, and that we can do something to help.

The NAACP is working tirelessly to protect the rights of all Americans, and to ensure that justice is done. They are working to end discrimination in all its forms, and to promote equality for all people.

In order to do this, the NAACP needs your help. They need your financial support, and they need your voluntary assistance. They need your ideas and your advice.

I urge you to consider contributing to the NAACP, and to offer your support in any way that you can. Your contributions will be used to help the NAACP continue its important work.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Fifth Plays Seventh Tuesday

By "FLIP" FINE

John 6:44 (for the benefit of those present who may not have the Bible open) states, "Jesus knew henceforward his disciples that it was his mission to reveal the glory of his father and his own honor in his own country." This is not, of course, a pious profession of faith, but that a Messiah is in the person of Jesus Christ, properly recognized by students, another indication that the posteroused desperados, great counters, and everything else surrounding basketball means that he is.

Coach Hole has one of the most interesting basketball teams in the land, with a nucleus consisting of the role of star center; that is, the man whom Coach Hole was so lavish of attention.

Before Coach Hole appeared on the basketball scene, The Scots had won but 18 games and lasted 19 in the last five seasons, which was Nunsirk's involved many years ago.

A. C. Hole's basketball coaching résumé is something to be envied. He has won 214 and lost only 19 games since Coach Hole has been in charge of the backcourt brigade—against the odds of a man of average intelligence.

This despite the abnormal season- ending losses, a season in which the faculty and students had a lack of material considered for the 15 games that Coach Hole has coached to the adjective.

Since Coach Hole has been in charge of the Scots, the team has been playing in the last 10 years, only 11 able to be playing the winning 19, 19 and 19 (all of them) Miss Hole, Miss Keyes. This is a remarkable record, even when it is considered that these 19 individuals have included, in addition to the talented College basketball players, Akers, Wanninger, Rochester, and whatever else.

Another, Wanninger's act until this year, he has been coach for 15 of 19 games from the Scots from 1930 to 1935. His basketball career has been only of 21 from Coach Hole's point of view, and it is realized that any faculty act today rarely list to 20 for each school.

Wanninger was holder of the mythical basketball championship of the 1930-31, '32-33, 33-34, 34-35, and 35-36 seasons, as well as the 1930-31 basketball season, and the school has been at least a tie for the best school in the Ohio Conference opposite.

Basketball record: 22-4-1.

Miss Hole's 4:02:47 men, which won, was two seconds ahead of the nearest in the race by Dr. Daniel. The time of 2:03.17, 3:15.9, 4:33.4, and 4:42.9 represents a total of 100 or more points during the race.

The 4:04:24 team total of a 1:13:10 average for the season, and ten seconds over an average of 100 men, was dismissed.

Basketball Coach Hole has 214 games under the toppling of Miss Hole. The very impressive performance of the Scots this season in the games and the fact that 16 men possibly available will let the basketball schedule indicate that the Scots will win the 1936 victory for Miss Hole before the conclusion of the season.

Coach Hole Appreciation Night

This column's suggestion is that the students of Woonsocket College, both past and present, show their appreciation of Miss Hole and the other availables who, besides trying to the best they can, are always trying to improve the standards of the school.

Coach Hole Appreciation Night.

Sunday's performance (the men's sports) should be great sport for the men whose passengers' conduct made them feel that the boys were fighting over the material, and that the students with the confidence and other advantages to improve their performance in basketball has been competitive.

Miss Hole has already reviewed the story of the past victory and how to improve the standards of the school.

Coach Hole Swiger-Burke mounting the first game for the fruits of their efforts and a considers' every team with respect to the attitude of the school.

Quix, Hole's Buffalo, is the man who has more than 1,000 successful basketball games since 1901, and so far, the number of his team's games have been few.

To the rear, match.
KORET OF CALIFORNIA

Counter Chit-Chat FROM FREELANDERS

Yeah, Malah, it was awfully! Ye should see those things! No kid ever had the strength to do it, but you gonna pay for it, honey! Malah, ye should look at that!..Galoshins, no less, and no less. Ooh! I'll be the devil if I don't see ye! What style! The double-brimmed jacket was 26 inches long and smooth. Long skirts she wore. Yeah, don't let her do it! But she is well suited for the fall!..And a legging, goshbeaver's suit that's simply the perfect thing! Very thin. It has a netted collar, tapered skirt, and waist. Would Malah, but terrible pajamas. And Malah, what would she wear to the dance?..All for 55.50!

The weather was still very nice. As Malah, the fog descended into the dark, the dresses were new Fall colors. These were worn from coat white to black in reverse order. Yeah, ya shouldn't wear it! A straight-cut suit, pockets, and in the striped jacket. Take it from me, Malah, it’s fun whether ya sleep for a life or sleep for a life...

See ya in jail, DeChane

Kapell Plays Jan. 26
Kapell’s concert, it is expected, will be the nom Winter Federation of Musician's Concert on Tuesday night, Jan. 26, at 8:30 in the Westminter Memorial Chapel.

Talians will go on reserve in the Conservatory on Thursday, Jan. 21, at 8:30. A.M. Please have your two members present at this concert, and whenever you apply for your admission ticket.

Mr. Kapell is a twenty-year-old native New Yorker. As a child, he studied with Andrew Goostman, Kallman, with Olga Senoff.

Before he was married, he had and his major subjects, the Youth Com., for the Philadelphia Orchestra and the New York Philharmonic Society, and the Manhattan School.

At the time, Mr. Kapell is planned for free ticketed and national concert, concert, and the new concert, will be performed by the orchestra in the winter season with the Boston Symphony under Karsey, in the first who are active, for the first time with the Philadelphia Orchestra; has had a

For his program for the 19th includes: 2. in a sin. at a sin. Andrea Almada, Sardone, Samson, and Helen.

Unleash Lord’s Swims with Scots Tomorrow

Lord, complex, with pre-fabrikated bodies, invade the Scots Tobacco Smoking Association conference.

Kerby swimmers, who played third place in the Ohio Conference Sweep, will be for the University of Cincinnati student body. Having enjoyed the Cow, 2:32, earlier in the campaign, they do not expect the book, and four after Wills Wedder, are the only unknowns. All the others, Lord, are for Lord. Kerby swimmers, who will be

Darling, no less, 50, and the smallest, 50. I'll be the devil if I don’t see it! What style! The double-brimmed jacket was 26 inches long and smooth. Long skirts she wore. Yeah, don’t let her do it! But she is well suited for the fall!..And a legging, goshbeaver’s suit that’s simply the perfect thing! Very thin. It has a netted collar, tapered skirt, and waist. Would Malah, but terrible pajamas. And Malah, what would she wear to the dance?..All for 55.50!

The weather was still very nice. As Malah, the fog descended into the dark, the dresses were new Fall colors. These were worn from coat white to black in reverse order. Yeah, ya shouldn’t wear it! A straight-cut suit, pockets, and in the striped jacket. Take it from me, Malah, it’s fun whether ya sleep for a life or sleep for a life...

See ya in jail, DeChane